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The q-state Potts model with a long-range correlated disorder is studied by means of large-scale
Monte Carlo simulations for q = 2, 4, 8 and 16. Evidence is given of the existence of a Griffiths
phase, where the thermodynamic quantities display an algebraic Finite-Size Scaling, in a finite
range of temperatures. The critical exponents are shown to depend on both the temperature and
the exponent of the algebraic decay of disorder correlations, but not on the number of states of the
Potts model. The mechanism leading to the violation of hyperscaling relations is observed in the
entire Griffiths phase.
PACS numbers: PACS numbers: 64.60.De, 05.50.+q, 05.70.Jk, 05.10.Ln
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the presence of impurities
can greatly affect the properties of a physical system,
especially when the latter undergoes a phase transition.
In the following, the case of frozen impurities, i.e.
quenched disorder, coupled to the energy density of the
system is considered. It is assumed that no frustration is
induced by randomness. With these assumptions, Harris
analyzed the conditions for a change of critical behavior
at a second-order phase transition upon the introduction
of disorder [1]. In the language of Renormalization
Group (RG), disorder is a relevant perturbation when
its fluctuations in a finite domain grow faster than the
fluctuations of the energy, or equivalently, when the
specific heat exponent α of the pure model is positive.
On the theoretical side, the q-state Potts model provides
a useful and simple toy model to study the influence of
disorder. In two dimensions, the pure model undergoes
a second-order phase transition when q ≤ 4 with a
q-dependent universality class. Upon the introduction
of quenched disorder, the critical behavior is governed
by a new q-dependent RG fixed point when 2 < q ≤ 4.
A good agreement between numerical calculations [2]
and RG series expansions [3] of the critical exponents
has been achieved. In the case q = 2, equivalent to
the Ising model, disorder is a marginally irrelevant
perturbation and the critical behavior is only modified
by multiplicative logarithmic corrections [4]. In the
three-dimensional case, only the Ising model undergoes
a second-order phase transition. As predicted by the
Harris criterion, a new critical behavior is found by RG
studies and observed numerically [5].
When the pure system undergoes a first-order phase
transition, the introduction of disorder softens the
energy jump and reduces the latent heat [6]. For a
strong enough disorder, a continuous phase transition
can be induced. In two dimensions, an infinitesimal
amount of disorder is sufficient to induce a second
order phase transition [7, 8]. This rigorously-proved
statement was first tested in the case of the 8-state
Potts model [9]. In the entire regime q > 4, where a
first-order phase transition is undergone by the pure
Potts model, a continuous transition is induced with a
q-dependent critical behavior [10]. In three dimensions,
the softening of the transition was observed numerically
for the q = 3 [11] and q = 4 [12] Potts models, as
well as in the limit q → +∞ [13]. For weak disorder,
the transition remains discontinuous, while at strong
disorder, it becomes continuous.
It was implicitly assumed in the above discussion that
the disorder was uncorrelated. This may not be the case
anymore if the impurities interact and were given enough
time to equilibrate. This situation may be encountered
with charged impurities. At a second-order phase tran-
sition, long-range correlated disorder leads to a critical
behavior that can be distinct from the case of short-
range or uncorrelated disorder. Weinrib and Halperin
studied by RG the n-component φ4-model in dimension
d with a correlated disorder decaying algebraically with
an exponent a [14]. In the same spirit as the Harris
criterion, such a long-range correlated disorder is shown
to be relevant when the correlation exponent ν of the
pure model satisfies the inequality ν < 2/a. Interest-
ingly, disorder is a marginally irrelevant perturbation at
the new long-range random fixed point, which means
that ν = 2/a. This relation was proved to be exact at
all orders in perturbation [15] and was later confirmed
by Monte Carlo simulations of the 3D Ising model [16]
and an explicit RG calculation of the 2D Ising model [17].
Weinrib and Halperin calculation is based on the
assumption that disorder correlations are isotropic and
that n-point disorder cumulants are irrelevant for n > 2.
Anisotropically correlated disorder is therefore out of
its range of validity. The latter has attracted a lot
of attention since the introduction of the celebrated
McCoy-Wu model [19], which corresponds to an Ising
model with randomly distributed couplings J1 and J2
in one direction and infinitely correlated in the second
2direction of the square lattice [19]. While planar defects
lead to a smearing of the transition of the 3D Ising
model [18], the phase transition of this 2D Ising model
with parallel linear defects remains sharp. Exploiting
the mapping to the Ising quantum chain in a transverse
field, the critical exponents were determined exactly:
β = (3 − √5)/2 and ν = 2 [20]. Because of the layered
structure, the anisotropy exponent z is infinite. The
isotropy can be restored by an appropriate superposition
of two McCoy-Wu models oriented in two different
directions. A different magnetic critical behavior is then
observed [22]. When algebraically decaying disorder
correlations are introduced in the transverse direction
of the McCoy-Wu model, the Weinrib-Halperin law
ν = 2/a, where a is the disorder correlation exponent,
is recovered [21]. Interestingly, the critical behavior
of the Potts model with uncorrelated homogeneous
disorder was conjectured to be described by an isotropic
version of the McCoy-Wu-Fisher fixed point in the limit
q → +∞ [23].
The McCoy-Wu model is easily extended to q-state
Potts spins. In the regime q ≤ 4, the critical behavior
was proved to be independent of the number of states q
and therefore identical to that of the original McCoy-Wu
model [26]. Numerical calculations showed that the
first-order phase transition of the Potts model with q > 4
is completely rounded, like in the case of homogeneous
disorder, but, in contrast to homogeneous disorder, the
critical behavior induced by disorder is independent of q
and therefore described by the infinite-disorder McCoy-
Wu-Fisher fixed point [27]. Different arrangements of
correlated couplings were also studied. An aperiodic se-
quence of couplings J1 and J2 in one direction, infinitely
correlated in the second direction of a square lattice, also
provokes the rounding of the first-order phase transition
of the Potts model when the wandering exponent of the
sequence is sufficiently large [28]. However, in contrast
to the McCoy-Wu model, the induced critical behavior
depends on the number of states q.
The McCoy-Wu model is the first model where a
Griffiths phase was observed [24]. In a finite range
of temperatures around the critical point, the free
energy is a singular function of the magnetic field.
Consequently, the magnetization is also singular and
the magnetic susceptibility diverges for all temperatures
in the Griffiths phase. The Griffiths phase should also
be present in the aforementioned Potts models with
isotropic disorder but it is believed to be too weak to be
observed numerically. In the following, the mechanism
leading to such a Griffiths phase is briefly discussed in
the case of a binary distribution of strong and weak
couplings, say J1 and J2 respectively. The critical
temperature Tc of the random system is expected to lie
between the critical temperatures T1 and T2 of homo-
geneous systems with only strong or weak couplings.
A rough estimate of these temperatures is given by
kBT1 ≃ J1 and kBT2 ≃ J2. In the paramagnetic phase
T > Tc, the Griffiths phase is caused by the existence
of rare macroscopic regions with a high concentration
of strong couplings J1. While the rest of the system is
still not ordered, they can order independently for all
temperatures Tc ≤ T < T1 [25]. Because these regions
are macroscopic, they cannot be easily flipped by local
Monte Carlo algorithms. The spin-spin autocorrelation
functions can be shown to decay much slower than the
expected exponential decay in a paramagnetic phase.
Below the critical temperature, the Griffiths phase is
caused by the existence of ordered domains isolated of
the rest of the system by a high concentration of weak
bonds at its frontiers. This mechanism is therefore
effective for temperatures T2 ≤ T ≤ Tc.
Recently, we have studied the 2D 8-state Potts model
with an isotropic correlated non-Gaussian disorder [29].
Such a disorder was obtained by simulating an Ashkin-
Teller model on a critical line of its phase diagram. To
each independent spin configuration is assigned a cou-
pling configuration for the Potts model. We have shown
by Monte Carlo simulations that the first-order phase
transition of the 8-state Potts model is rounded. Dis-
order fluctuations are large and cause the violation of
the hyperscaling relation, in the same way as in the 3D
random-field Ising model, even though no frustration is
present. In this work, we show by means of large-scale
Monte Carlo simulations that this behavior is actually
observed in a finite range of temperatures and for all
numbers of states q of the Potts model. The equivalent
of 25 years on a single CPU was used. The paper is
organized as follows. Details about the model and the
simulations are given in section II. The phase diagram
is discussed and evidences are given of the existence of
a Griffiths phase in section III. The critical behavior in
this Griffiths phase is then presented in section IV. Non
self-averaging properties and hyperscaling violation are
finally discussed in section V. A conclusion follows.
II. MODELS AND NUMERICAL DETAILS
A. The Potts model
The Potts model is a generalization of the Ising model
where the classical degrees of freedom, called spins, lie on
the nodes of a lattice and can take q possible values, for
example {0, 1, . . . , q−1}. In the following, σi denotes the
spin lying on the i-th node of the lattice. Spins are as-
sumed to interact only if they are on nearest-neighboring
sites. The Potts Hamiltonian is defined as [30]
H = −
∑
(i,j)
Jδσi,σj (1)
where the sum is restricted to pairs of nearest neighbors
i and j of the lattice. The Ising model is recovered in
3the case q = 2. Note that the Fortuin-Kasteleyn repre-
sentation of the Potts model allows for a generalization
to non-integer values of q [31]. As mentioned in the in-
troduction, the Potts model undergoes a phase transi-
tion which is of first order for q > qc and continuous for
q ≤ qc. The value qc depends on the number of dimen-
sions of the lattice. In the two-dimensional case, qc = 4
and duality arguments based on the Fortuin-Kasteleyn
representation show that the transition temperature is
given by (
eβJ − 1) = √q (2)
where β = 1/kBT . The Potts Hamiltonian (1) is un-
changed under the global circular shift σi → σi =
(σi + 1) mod q. This Zq-symmetry is broken in the
low-temperature phase, where a majority of spins can be
found in the same state. The order parameter m, called
magnetization, can therefore be defined as
m =
qρmax. − 1
q − 1 (3)
where ρmax. is the fraction of spins in the majority state.
In the following, we are interested in the influence of
quenched disorder coupled to the energy density. On each
lattice edge (i, j), joining the two neighboring sites i and
j, the exchange coupling J appearing in the Hamiltonian
(1) is replaced by a random variable Jij :
H = −
∑
(i,j)
Jijδσi,σj (4)
The calculation of the thermodynamic quantities requires
an average over both the thermal fluctuations and the
coupling configurations:
〈X〉 =
∑
{Jij}
℘({Jij})

 1
Z[Jij ]
∑
{σi}
e−βH[σi,Jij]

 . (5)
The average over thermal fluctuations is denoted by
brackets, for example 〈m〉 in the case of magnetization.
The over line corresponds to the average over the proba-
bility distribution ℘({Jij}) of the random couplings Jij .
Duality arguments can be extended to the random case.
Consider a coupling configuration {Jij}. The image of
this configuration under the duality transformation is a
new coupling configuration {J∗ij} where the dual bonds
are defined by [33]
(
eβJ − 1)(eβJ∗ − 1) = q. (6)
The singular part of the average free energy density is
unchanged if the self-duality condition
℘({Jij}) = ℘({J∗ij}) (7)
on the probability distribution of the random couplings
is satisfied. In numerical studies, the binary distribution
℘(Jij) =
1
2
δ(Jij − J1) + 1
2
δ(Jij − J2) (8)
is usually the simplest choice. The critical line is there-
fore given by the self-duality condition
J1 = J
∗
2 ⇔
(
eβcJ1 − 1)(eβcJ2 − 1) = q. (9)
Note that the self-duality condition (7) is a constraint
on the probability distribution ℘({Jij}). In the case of
the binary distribution (8), it does not impose the strict
equality of the numbers of couplings J1 and J2 in each
disorder realization, though these numbers will converge
towards the same value in the thermodynamic limit. In
the framework of RG, the fluctuations of the numbers
of couplings J1 and J2 in a coupling configuration have
been moreover shown to be an irrelevant perturbation at
the random fixed point [32]. The self-duality condition
(7) is very general and still holds in the case of correlated
disorder.
B. The auxiliary Ashkin-Teller model
In order to generate the coupling configurations {Jij}
of the Potts model, an auxiliary isotropic Ashkin-Teller
model is simulated. This model corresponds to two Ising
models locally coupled by their energy density and is de-
fined by the Hamiltonian [35]
− βHAT =
∑
(i,j)
[
JATσiσj + J
ATτiτj +K
ATσiσjτiτj
]
.
(10)
This Hamiltonian is invariant under the reversal of all
spins σi, all spins τi or both σi and τi. Two order pa-
rameters can be defined: magnetization M = 〈|∑i σi|〉
and polarization P = 〈|∑i σiτi|〉. The phase diagram of
the Ashkin-Teller model presents several lines separating
a paramagnetic phase (M = P = 0), a Baxter phase
where all spins are in the same state (M,P 6= 0) and
a phase where each Ising replica is disordered but there
exists order between them (M = 0, P 6= 0). The line
separating the paramagnetic and Baxter phases is given
by self-duality arguments [36]:
e−2K = sinh 2J. (11)
The critical exponents along this line were obtained
through the conjecture of a mapping [37] of the Ashkin-
Teller model onto an eight-vertex model exactly solved
by Baxter. In terms of the parameter y ∈ [0; 4/3] of the
eight-vertex model and related to the couplings along the
line by
cos
πy
2
=
1
2
[
e4K − 1] , (12)
these critical exponents read
βATσ =
2− y
24− 16y , β
AT
στ =
1
12− 8y , ν
AT =
2− y
3− 2y .
(13)
4Note that βATσ /ν
AT = 1/8 is constant while βATστ /ν
AT
varies along the self-dual line. Therefore, polarization-
polarization correlation functions decay algebraically
〈σiτiσjτj〉 ∼ |~ri − ~rj |−a (14)
with an exponent
a = 2βATστ /ν
AT =
1
4− 2y (15)
that can be tuned by moving along the critical line. In
order to construct correlated coupling configurations for
the Potts model, a set of typical spin configurations of
the Ashkin-Teller model at different points of the self-
dual line are first generated by Monte Carlo simulation.
We used the cluster algorithm proposed by Wiseman and
Domany [38].
To each spin configuration is then associated a coupling
configuration of the Potts model by
Jij =
J1 + J2
2
+
J1 − J2
2
σiτi (16)
where the site j is located after the site i on the lat-
tice, i.e. on its right or below. At each site, two cou-
plings are therefore always identical, one being horizon-
tal and the other vertical. Because of this construc-
tion, disorder correlations (Jij − J¯)(Jkl − J¯) decay al-
gebraically, like the polarization, with an exponent a
that can be tuned. We have considered the six values
y ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1, 1.25} corresponding to the ex-
ponents a ≃ 0.25, 0.286, 0.333, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.667. The
two couplings J1 and J2 are chosen to be related by
(
eJ1 − 1)(eJ2 − 1) = q (17)
corresponding to the self-duality condition (9) when
β = 1/kBT = 1, i.e. the self-dual point is located
at βc = 1. At this temperature, J1 is indeed equal
to J∗2 . Because of the construction (16), the duality
transformation Jij → J∗ij is equivalent to a global
reversal σiτi → −σiτi of the local polarization of the
auxiliary Ashkin-Teller model. Since the Hamiltonian of
the latter is unchanged under this transformation, the
Boltzmann weight is unaffected. In terms of coupling
configurations, this leads to the self-duality condition (7).
On average, the total number of strong and weak
couplings are equal. However, in a finite system, these
numbers fluctuate from sample to sample. According
to the central limit theorem, these fluctuations vanish
as 1/
√
N ∼ 1/L, where N = L2 is the total number
of sites, in the case of uncorrelated disorder. For the
correlated disorder introduced above, these fluctuations
scale with the lattice size as the polarization of the
Ashkin-Teller model, i.e. as L−β
AT
στ /ν
AT
= L−a/2. Since
the values a ≃ 0.25, 0.286, 0.333, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.667 are
considered, fluctuations decay slower than in the case
of uncorrelated disorder. Moreover, for the lattice sizes
considered in this work, these fluctuations are much
smaller for uncorrelated disorder than for correlated
one. For L = 256 and y = 0.75, an average polarization
|p| ≃ 0.343(1) is measured while for uncorrelated
disorder, the equivalent quantity reconstructed from the
couplings is |p| ≃ 0.0499(1) for L = 16 already.
Note that, in the following, this disorder will be re-
ferred to as correlated disorder to distinguish it from un-
correlated disorder. However, it is important to keep
in mind that, as described above, it was obtained using
a very particular construction and does not display the
same properties as the correlated disorder considered by
Weinrib and Halperin. In the latter, disorder was indeed
distributed according to a Gaussian probability distribu-
tion so that 2n-point correlation functions are related to
two-point correlations by the Wick theorem. This is not
the case for the Ashkin-Teller model and, therefore, for
the couplings that are generated from the typical spin
configurations of this model.
III. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
In this section, the temperature dependence of the av-
erage thermodynamic quantities is investigated to deter-
mine the phase diagram of the model. Note that the tem-
perature affects only the Potts model and not the auxil-
iary Ashkin-Teller model used to construct the coupling
configurations. Disorder correlations decay algebraically
independently of the temperature. Two numbers of Potts
states, q = 2 (equivalent to the Ising model) and q = 8,
are considered. As mentioned in the introduction, the
former undergoes a second-order phase transition in the
absence of disorder while the latter displays a discon-
tinuous transition. Monte Carlo simulations with the
Swendsen-Wang cluster algorithm [34] were performed
for the lattice sizes L = 32, 48, 64 and 96. The expo-
nent of the algebraic decay of the disorder correlations
was fixed to a = 0.4, which corresponds to a parame-
ter y = 0.75 for the auxiliary Ashkin-Teller model. For
comparison, the case of an uncorrelated disorder is also
considered and presented in an inset in each figure. The
thermodynamic quantities were averaged over 14563 dis-
order configurations for L = 96, 32768 for L = 64, 58254
for L = 48 and 131072 for L = 32. For each disorder con-
figuration, 2000 Monte Carlo iterations were performed
to estimate the thermal averages. The autocorrelation
time depends on the temperature but never exceeds the
values τ ≃ 2 for the Ising model and τ ≃ 8 for the 8-
state Potts model. The case of the Ising model is first
discussed.
A. Ising model
As can be observed on Fig. 1, the magnetization
curve of the Ising model with correlated disorder
5is not typical. Instead of the usual single abrupt
variation of magnetization, two such variations are
seen. Between the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic
phases, an intermediate region of slow variation is
present. This behavior is remarkably different from
the case of uncorrelated disorder shown in the inset.
With correlated disorder, the magnetization displays
a strong lattice-size dependence in the intermediate
regime, similar to what is observed in the paramagnetic
phase. As will be more extensively discussed in the next
section, this behavior is algebraic. It is tempting to
associate the boundaries of this intermediate regime to
the two temperature scales introduced by the two Potts
couplings J1 and J2. In the case presented here, these
two couplings are solutions of the self-duality condition
(17) with r = J2/J1 = 3. Numerically, J1 ≃ 0.4812
and J2 ≃ 1.4436. Neighboring spins linked by strong
couplings J2 are preferably in the same state for inverse
temperatures β = 1kBT .
1
J2
≃ 0.6927. As can be
seen on Fig. 1, a quick variation of magnetization
is indeed observed around this temperature. Weak
couplings introduce a second inverse temperature scale
β = 1J1 ≃ 2.079 which is, in contrast, further from the
second fast variation of magnetization which occurs
already around β ≃ 1.50.
The magnetic susceptibility, plotted in Fig. 2, displays
two peaks, in contrast to the single peak observed in the
case of uncorrelated disorder (see the inset of Fig. 2).
These two peaks appear at temperatures similar to
those for which an abrupt variation of magnetization
was observed. The magnetic susceptibility diverges
algebraically with the lattice size for all temperatures
in the region between the two peaks (note the use of
a logarithmic scale for the y-axis on the figure). The
critical exponent associated to this divergence will be
discussed in the next section. We are therefore in pres-
ence of a Griffiths phase, like in the McCoy-Wu model.
As mentioned in the introduction, the occurrence of such
a Griffiths phase in the McCoy-Wu model was explained
by the existence of exponentially rare macroscopic
regions that can order independently of the rest of the
system. The susceptibility of each disorder configuration
is plotted on Fig. 3 versus the polarization density
p = 〈σiτi〉 of the auxiliary Ashkin-Teller model. By con-
struction (16), p depends linearly on the concentration
of strong couplings J2. The value p = −1 corresponds
to the configuration with only weak couplings J1 while
all couplings are strong when p = +1. As can be
observed on Fig. 3, the largest susceptibility is observed
for disorder configurations with different polarizations
as the temperature is increased. In the paramagnetic
phase (left of Fig. 3), the largest susceptibility is due
to configurations with a high concentration of strong
couplings. To understand this behavior, consider the
two configurations with identical couplings, either J1 or
J2. The system is expected to behave like a pure Potts
model. Therefore, at large temperature βJ1 < βJ2 < βc,
a lattice of strong couplings J2 is closer to the transition
point than a configuration with mainly weak couplings
J1. Analogously, in the ferromagnetic phase (right
of Fig. 3), the average susceptibility is dominated by
disorder configurations with small concentrations of
strong couplings. In the Griffiths phase (center of
Fig. 3), the main contribution comes from disorder
configurations with a slightly negative polarization, i.e.
a number of strong couplings slightly below the number
of weak ones. In such configurations, different clusters
of weak or strong couplings are typically observed. The
average magnetization is around 0.4, which means that
the largest cluster of strong couplings occupies at most
40% of the sites. There is therefore plenty of space left
for other clusters, possibly macroscopic too. Note that
the width of the bunch of points in Fig. 3 increases in
the Griffiths phase: at fixed polarization, some disorder
configurations lead to susceptibilities ∼ 60 times larger
than others. In the case of uncorrelated disorder, we
did not find any temperature, among those studied,
for which the plot of susceptibilities versus polarization
looks like Fig. 3 in the Griffiths phase.
In the case of uncorrelated disorder, it is well known
that sample-to-sample fluctuations increase drastically
with the lattice size at the critical point. One conse-
quence is the lack of self-averaging of thermodynamic
quantities when randomness is a relevant perturbation.
Averages are then dominated by rare, rather than typi-
cal, events. In the (uncorrelated) random Potts model,
self-averaging is broken only at the critical point. Below
and above, self-averaging is restored in the thermody-
namic limit. In the correlated case, magnetization is a
non self-averaging quantity in the whole Griffiths phase.
Following Wiseman and Domany [39], the lack of self-
averaging of magnetization is measured by comparing the
variance with the average:
Rm =
〈m〉2 − 〈m〉2
〈m〉2
. (18)
This ratio is expected to go to a non-vanishing limit
in the thermodynamic limit when self-averaging is not
satisfied. As can be seen on Fig. 4, this is the case in
the Griffiths phase. The value taken by Rm in the ther-
modynamic limit is expected to be universal [40]. While
no dependence on the strength of disorder is observed,
Rm is however not constant in the Griffiths phase but
depends on the temperature. This implies that the
critical behavior in the Griffiths phase is not described
by a single universality class. We will come back to
that point in next section. The case of the Ising model
with uncorrelated disorder is very different: as shown
in the inset of Fig. 4, the ratio Rm displays a thiner
and thiner peak whose maximum is close to the critical
temperature. The maximum of this peak is expected
to vanish in the thermodynamic limit since randomness
is irrelevant. A similar ratio Rχ for the susceptibility
6was indeed shown to decrease slowly as 1/ lnL [41].
Such a slow decay is also observed in the inset of Fig. 4,
though the maxima are still compatible within error bars.
Like the magnetic susceptibility, the specific heat dis-
plays two peaks (Fig. 5). However, it depends only
weakly on the lattice size. At the peaks, the data are
compatible for all lattice sizes. In between, a small in-
crease of the specific heat with the lattice size is ob-
served. Note that the scale of the y-axis is only linear
and not logarithmic, so the evolution with the lattice
size is extremely slow. When plotted versus the polar-
ization, the specific heat of the different disorder con-
figurations presents a much more weakly bended shape
than the magnetic susceptibility. The largest and small-
est specific heats differ at most by a factor ∼ 2. The
computation of the ratio
Re =
〈e〉2 − 〈e〉2
〈e〉2
(19)
reveals that energy is a self-averaging quantity at all
temperatures, including the critical temperature. This
is also the case for uncorrelated disorder. To conclude,
no evidence of Griffiths phase is found with thermal
quantities, in contrast to the magnetic sector.
Finally, we note that the autocorrelation time τ also
displays two peaks, whereas only one peak is observed in
the absence of disorder correlation. These two peaks are
found at the same locations as for the magnetic suscepti-
bility or specific heat. The autocorrelation time evolves
slowly with the lattice size, which means that the auto-
correlation exponent z is close to zero.
B. q = 8 Potts model
The 8-state Potts model with correlated disorder
displays a behavior very similar to that of the Ising
model presented above. Like in the case of uncorrelated
disorder, the fact that the pure system undergoes a
first-order phase transition does not lead to any signif-
icant difference. The magnetization curve displays two
abrupt variations (Fig. 6). The location of these fast
variations coincides with the two peaks of the magnetic
susceptibility (Fig. 7). For the 8-state Potts model, a
stronger disorder r = 7.5 was considered, which means
that J1 ≃ 0.3855 and J2 ≃ 2.891. In contrast to the Ising
case, the first temperature scale β = 1kBT =
1
J2
≃ 0.3459
is significantly smaller than the location of the first peak
(around 0.50). The second temperature scale 1J1 ≃ 2.594
is smaller than the location of the second peak. When
plotted versus the polarization of the auxiliary Ashkin-
Teller model, the susceptibilities of the different disorder
configurations are very similar to those of Fig. 3. In
the Griffiths phase, the largest susceptibilities are again
observed at a small negative polarization (≃ −0.05,)
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number of strong couplings than weak ones. The main
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is ∼ 330. The ratio Eq. 18 is plotted on Fig. 8 in the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Susceptibility χ of the Ising model
with correlated disorder (a = 0.4, r = 3) versus the polariza-
tion density p of the disorder realization for β ≃ 0.535 (left),
1.022 (center) and 2.801 (right). Each point corresponds to a
different disorder realization. The lattice size is L = 96.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Self-averaging ratio Rm of magneti-
zation of the Ising model (q = 2), with a disorder strength
r = 3 and a correlation exponent a = 0.4 (y = 0.75), versus
the inverse temperature β = 1/kBT . In the inset, ratio in the
case of uncorrelated disorder.
Even though two peaks can be observed (Fig. 9), the
specific heat is essentially size-independent, even at
and between the two peaks. The ratio Eq. 19 vanishes
at all temperatures which implies that energy is a
self-averaging quantity.
Like in the Ising case, the autocorrelation time also
displays two peaks located at the same temperatures as
for the magnetic susceptibility or the specific heat. The
peaks are more pronounced than in the Ising case and the
autocorrelation time reaches a maximal value τ ≃ 7 at
the second peak. Again, the autocorrelation time evolves
slowly with the lattice size.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Average specific heat of the Ising model
(q = 2), with a disorder strength r = 3 and a correlation ex-
ponent a = 0.4 (y = 0.75), versus the inverse temperature
β = 1/kBT . The different curves correspond to different lat-
tice sizes (L = 32, 48, 64 and 96). In the inset, the specific
heat in the case of uncorrelated disorder is plotted.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Average magnetization of the 8-state
Potts model, with a disorder strength r = 7.5 and a correla-
tion exponent a = 0.4 (y = 0.75), versus the inverse temper-
ature β = 1/kBT . In the inset, magnetization curve in the
case of uncorrelated disorder.
IV. CRITICAL BEHAVIOR IN THE GRIFFITHS
PHASE
In Ref. [29], the critical exponents have been estimated
at the self-dual point βc = 1 of the 8-state Potts model
with correlated disorder. In the following, the study is
extended to the q = 2, 4 and 16-state Potts models, and
to several other temperatures in the Griffiths phase. Nu-
merical evidence of the stability of the critical exponents
against a variation of the strength of disorder is provided.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Average susceptibility of the 8-state
Potts model, with a disorder strength r = 7.5 and a correla-
tion exponent a = 0.4 (y = 0.75), versus the inverse temper-
ature β = 1/kBT . In the inset, susceptibility in the case of
uncorrelated disorder.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Self-averaging ratio Rm of magneti-
zation of the 8-state Potts model, with a disorder strength
r = 7.5 and a correlation exponent a = 0.4 (y = 0.75), versus
the inverse temperature β = 1/kBT . In the inset, ratio in the
case of uncorrelated disorder.
Monte Carlo simulations were performed for lattice
sizes L = 16, 24, 32, 48, 64, 96, 128, 192, and 256. The
thermodynamic quantities were averaged over a number
of disorder configurations proportional to 1/L2. For the
largest lattice size (L = 256), 10240 disorder configura-
tions were generated while for L = 64 for example, this
number is raised up to 163840. For each disorder configu-
ration, 5000 Monte Carlo steps are performed. The crit-
ical exponents β/ν, γ/ν and ν are determined by Finite-
Size Scaling of the average quantities:
〈mn〉1/n ∼ L−β/ν,
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Average specific heat of the 8-state
Potts model, with a disorder strength r = 7.5 and a correla-
tion exponent a = 0.4 (y = 0.75), versus the inverse temper-
ature β = 1/kBT . In the inset, the specific heat in the case
of uncorrelated disorder.
χ = βLd
[〈m2〉 − 〈m〉2] ∼ Lγ/ν,
−d ln 〈m〉
dβ
= Ld
〈me〉 − 〈m〉〈e〉
〈m〉 ∼ L
1/ν (20)
where the moments of order n = 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the
magnetization are considered. To take into account the
possibility of scaling corrections, relatively strong for
the average susceptibility, power-law fits are successively
performed in the windows [Lmin, 256] where the smallest
lattice size Lmin. is iteratively increased. The different
fits lead to Lmin.-dependent effective critical exponents.
Because of scaling corrections, these exponents do not
reach a plateau at large Lmin. but rather vary contin-
uously with Lmin.. An extrapolation of these effective
exponents in the limit 1/Lmin. → 0 is performed. For
most of the observables, it is sufficient to consider an
extrapolation with a polynomial of degree 1 in 1/Lmin..
Note that the critical exponents β/ν, γ/ν and ν were
defined only through Finite-Size Scaling of thermody-
namic quantities. It is not clear whether a scaling law
with a reduced temperature exists or not in the ther-
modynamic limit. The average magnetic susceptibility χ¯
for example diverges at all temperatures in the Griffiths
phase. It is therefore difficult to imagine how a scaling
law such as |T − Tc|γ could be defined for a temperature
T inside the Griffiths phase.
Among the various moments of magnetization that
were considered, the second one displays the smallest
scaling corrections. As can be seen on Fig. 10 in the
case of the Ising model, the effective exponent β/ν
does not vary much with the lowest lattice size Lmin.
entering into the power-law fit of 〈m2〉1/2. For the
average magnetization and the moments of order 3 and
9TABLE I. Critical exponent β/ν extrapolated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the second moment 〈m2〉
1/2
of magnetization at
the self-dual point βc = 1. The estimates for uncorrelated disorder can be compared with the exact value 1/8 (q = 2) and the
transfer matrix estimates 0.1419(1) (q = 4), 0.1514(2) (q = 8) from Ref. [42].
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 Uncorr. Dis.
q = 2, r = 2 0.046(6) 0.051(7) 0.059(6) 0.069(6) 0.078(5) 0.102(7) 0.1250(7)
q = 2, r = 3 0.049(7) 0.050(5) 0.060(4) 0.073(5) 0.082(6) 0.102(4) 0.1238(11)
q = 4, r = 4 0.052(6) 0.049(7) 0.064(6) 0.071(6) 0.088(7) 0.102(5) 0.139(2)
q = 8, r = 6 0.053(6) 0.057(7) 0.066(7) 0.075(6) 0.092(6) 0.104(5) 0.150(2)
q = 8, r = 7.5 0.052(6) 0.059(5) 0.067(6) 0.076(6) 0.087(5) 0.104(4) 0.150(2)
q = 8, r = 9 0.052(5) 0.056(7) 0.068(7) 0.074(6) 0.088(5) 0.108(8) 0.149(3)
q = 16, r = 10 0.052(5) 0.056(6) 0.066(7) 0.072(7) 0.089(5) 0.108(5) 0.159(3)
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Finite-Size Scaling of the second mo-
ment 〈m2〉
1/2
of the magnetization of the Ising model (q = 2)
with a disorder strength r = 3 at the self-dual point βc = 1.
The different curves correspond to different disorder correla-
tion exponents, referred to by the parameter y of the auxiliary
Ashkin-Teller model. The curve with the legend Uncorr. cor-
responds to the Ising model with uncorrelated disorder. In
the inset, effective exponents obtained by fitting the data in
the window [Lmin; 256] versus 1/Lmin. The straight line is a
linear fit of these exponents.
4, a slow linear variation of these exponents is observed.
A linear extrapolation leads in the limit Lmin. → 0 to
exponents compatible with those obtained from the
second moment. The different exponents at the self-dual
point βc = 1 are collected in Table I. The exponents do
not show any significant dependence on the strength of
disorder r. As already observed in the case of uncorre-
lated disorder, the amplitude of the scaling corrections
depends on r. More interesting is the fact that the
exponents β/ν do not depend on the number of states q
of the Potts model. As mentioned in the introduction,
such a behavior is also observed in the generalization
of the McCoy-Wu model to Potts spins. However, the
estimates of β/ν are remarkably different from the
exact value β/ν = (3 − √5)/4 at the McCoy-Wu-Fisher
fixed point. Furthermore, it can be observed in Table I
that the exponent β/ν increases when the disorder
correlations decay faster, i.e. when y, and therefore
a, increases. β/ν remains always smaller than in the
case of uncorrelated disorder. Such a behavior was
also observed for the McCoy-Wu model with correlated
disorder in the longitudinal direction [21]. However, the
magnetic scaling dimension was shown to be β/ν ≃ a/2
in this model while this exponent is closer to a/5 in the
Potts model with correlated disorder. The dependence
of β/ν on a also contradicts Weinrib and Halperin
calculation for which β/ν = O(ǫ2) in 2D. Therefore, the
Potts model with the correlated disorder considered in
this paper belongs to a distinct universality class.
The independence of the exponents with the number
of states q contrasts with the case of the Potts model
with uncorrelated disorder for which an increase of β/ν
with q was shown. A very small dependence of β/ν on
q, compatible with error bars, cannot be completely ex-
cluded. Note that in the case of the McCoy-Wu model
with correlated disorder, the exponent β/ν is a continu-
ous function of the correlation exponent a, even at a = 1
corresponding in this case to uncorrelated disorder [21].
If the same occurs for the isotropic Potts model with cor-
related disorder, then one should expect a dependence on
q for exponents a < 2 because such a dependence exists
for uncorrelated disorder, i.e. for a ≥ 2. This hypothe-
sis could be tested with values of a close to 2. Unfortu-
nately, the use of the Ashkin-Teller as an auxiliary model
to generate the disorder configurations does not allow to
go beyond a = 3/4 (y = 4/3) and therefore closer to the
point a = 2. Another possible scenario is that the RG
flow for the Potts model with correlated disorder is sim-
ilar to the case studied by Weinrib and Halperin. For
small values a < d = 2, the independence of the expo-
nent β/ν on q could be explained by a critical behavior
which is controlled by the same correlated-disorder fixed
point for all Potts models. Above a = d = 2, the lat-
ter becomes unstable and the critical behavior is then
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Finite-Size Scaling of the average
susceptibility χ of the Ising model (q = 2) with a disorder
strength r = 3 at the critical point βc = 1. The different
curves correspond to different disorder correlation exponents,
referred to by the parameter y of the auxiliary Ashkin-Teller
model. The curve with the legend Uncorr. corresponds to
the Ising model with uncorrelated disorder. In the inset, ef-
fective exponents obtained by fitting the data in the window
[Lmin; 256] versus 1/Lmin. The solid line is a parabolic fit of
these exponents.
governed by the short-range or uncorrelated fixed point
where the exponents are known to be q-dependent.
In the Griffiths phase, the dependence of the expo-
nents on the temperature was tested for the Ising and
8-state Potts models. Estimates of β/ν are given in Ta-
ble II. In the Ising case, only one temperature was tested
and the corresponding estimates of the exponent β/ν are
incompatible with the value measured at the self-dual
point for all parameters y ≥ 0.5. In the Potts case, the
Griffiths phase is larger and three well separated tem-
peratures were considered. The exponent β/ν clearly in-
creases with the temperature for all values of y. The
Griffiths phase is therefore not described by a unique
fixed point. This result corroborates the existence of a
non-constant asymptotic value of Rm, supposed to be
universal, in the Griffiths phase.
The estimation of the exponent γ/ν from the Finite-
Size Scaling of the magnetic susceptibility is much more
difficult. Much stronger scaling corrections are present,
especially for small values of y. These corrections mani-
fest themselves on Fig. 11 as a gap between the numerical
data at large lattice sizes and the power-law fit plotted as
a continuous line. The effective exponents indeed start
with values in the range [1.1; 1.3] and then increase as
more and more small lattice sizes are removed from the fit
(see inset of Fig. 11). When only lattice sizes L ≥ 128 are
taken into account in the fit, the effective exponents take
values around 1.6 − 1.7, the value reported in Ref. [29].
On the figure, the effective exponents increase with the
parameter y and tend towards a value close to the ex-
ponent of the uncorrelated disorder. Because of the cur-
vature displayed by the effective exponents when plotted
versus 1/Lmin., a simple linear extrapolation, like in the
case of magnetization, does not take into account reliably
the scaling corrections. It turns out that the exponents
fall nicely on the parabolic fit represented on the figure.
However, the use of a polynomial of degree 2 reduces the
number of degrees of freedom of the fit, and thus increases
the error bar and lowers the stability of the extrapolated
exponents. The latter are given in Tables III and IV.
No significant dependence on the number of states q, the
strength of disorder r, nor the temperature in the Grif-
fiths phase can be noticed. While the estimates of γ/ν
are compatible between each other, half of them are not
compatible with the hyperscaling relation
γ
ν
= d− 2β
ν
. (21)
On Fig. 12, the ratio χ / Ld〈m〉2 is plotted versus the
lattice size in the case of the Ising model. This quantity
is expected to scale as L0 when the hyperscaling relation
Eq. 21 holds. A power-law behavior is indeed observed at
large lattice sizes, though with a smaller exponent than
at small lattice sizes. A fit over the three largest lat-
tice sizes leads to negative exponents, compatible within
error bars with zero, i.e. the hyperscaling relation, in
only 20% of all cases considered. This statement is also
true at different temperatures in the Griffiths phase. Of
course, we cannot completely exclude the possibility of a
restoration of the hyperscaling relation at larger lattice
sizes. In the case of uncorrelated disorder, the data are
in much better agreement with the hyperscaling relation.
As commented in the first section, the specific heat
does not seem to display any divergence in the Griffiths
phase. Even with larger lattice sizes, up to L = 256, it
is not possible to isolate any singular part from a regular
background. It means that the specific heat exponent
α/ν is therefore smaller or equal to zero.
The Finite-Size Scaling of the derivative of the loga-
rithm of the average magnetization with respect to tem-
perature gives access to the exponent ν [43]. In contrast
to the magnetic susceptibility, a linear fit of the Lmin.-
dependent effective exponents is sufficient to properly
take into account the scaling corrections (see Fig. 13).
The extrapolated exponents are given in Tables V and
VI. They turn out to be much larger than in the case
of uncorrelated disorder for which ν ≃ 1 [44]. In a few
cases, the extrapolation procedure appears to be unsta-
ble: several spurious values can be seen in the tables (for
example for q = 8, r = 7.5, y = 0 or q = 2, β = 1.2).
From the rest of the data, the same trends as for magne-
tization are observed: the exponents do not significantly
vary with the strength of disorder r, nor the number of
states q. However, in contrast to magnetization, no sig-
nificant dependence on temperature can be seen, apart
for y = 1.25. More accurate values would be necessary.
Note that the exponent ν takes values incompatible with
the Weinrib-Halperin prediction ν = 2/a for the O(n)
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TABLE II. Critical exponent β/ν extrapolated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the second moment 〈m2〉
1/2
of magnetization at
different temperatures in the Griffiths phase.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
q = 2, β = 1 0.049(7) 0.050(5) 0.060(4) 0.073(5) 0.082(6) 0.102(4)
q = 2, β = 1.2 0.040(6) 0.044(5) 0.048(4) 0.050(4) 0.063(4) 0.043(7)
q = 8, β = 0.75 0.057(7) 0.062(5) 0.073(5) 0.092(6) 0.110(7) 0.138(6)
q = 8, β = 1 0.052(6) 0.059(5) 0.067(6) 0.076(6) 0.087(5) 0.104(4)
q = 8, β = 1.5 0.050(5) 0.052(5) 0.055(5) 0.64(7) 0.073(7) 0.082(5)
q = 8, β = 2 0.041(6) 0.045(5) 0.052(6) 0.056(6) 0.061(4) 0.052(4)
TABLE III. (Color online) Critical exponent γ/ν extrapolated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the average susceptibility χ at
the self-dual point βc = 1. A polynomial of degree 2 was used for the extrapolation. The estimates for uncorrelated disorder
can be compared with the exact value 7/4 (q = 2) and the transfer matrix estimates 1.7162(2) (q = 4), 1.6972(4) (q = 8) from
Ref. [42] assuming that hyperscaling holds.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 Uncorr. Dis.
q = 2, r = 2 1.66(7) 1.73(9) 1.69(12) 1.66(7) 1.64(6) 1.64(7) 1.759(6)
q = 2, r = 3 1.80(7) 1.76(8) 1.79(10) 1.78(7) 1.75(6) 1.70(4) 1.766(8)
q = 4, r = 4 1.84(9) 1.80(7) 1.80(5) 1.74(5) 1.81(5) 1.77(7) 1.717(13)
q = 8, r = 6 1.77(12) 1.77(7) 1.79(7) 1.80(8) 1.77(6) 1.75(7) 1.68(2)
q = 8, r = 7.5 1.77(7) 1.75(8) 1.78(6) 1.78(8) 1.75(7) 1.74(5) 1.70(3)
q = 8, r = 9 1.78(9) 1.84(11) 1.80(8) 1.77(6) 1.72(6) 1.74(6) 1.71(2)
q = 16, r = 10 1.78(10) 1.80(12) 1.79(9) 1.78(10) 1.72(6) 1.74(5) 1.75(3)
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FIG. 12. (Color online) χ / Ld〈m〉
2
versus the lattice size L
for the Ising model (q = 2) with a disorder strength r = 3
at the self-dual point βc = 1. According to the hyperscaling
relation, this ratio should scale as L0. The straight line is a
power-law fit over the three last lattice sizes. The slopes, as
given by the fit, are −0.24(5), -0.38(10), −0.3(2), −0.30(5),
−0.31(6), −0.18(3) for y = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 and
1.25. For uncorrelated disorder, this value is 0.012(10).
model with (Gaussian) correlated disorder For compari-
son, the latter would give 1/ν = 0.125, 0.143, 0.167, 0.2,
0.25 and 0.333 for the values of a that were considered.
Finally, note that the hyperscaling relation αν =
2
ν − d
leads, with the estimates of ν reported in Tables V and
VI, to negative specific heat exponents αν < −1.7. Be-
cause of the regular contribution to the specific heat, this
prediction cannot be tested.
V. DISORDER FLUCTUATIONS AND
HYPERSCALING VIOLATION
As pointed out in the previous section, the average sus-
ceptibility diverges with an exponent γ/ν which is close,
but not perfectly compatible, with the hyperscaling re-
lation and the magnetization exponent β/ν. As pointed
out in Ref [29], this violation of hyperscaling is the re-
sult of large disorder fluctuations, as in the 3D random-
field Ising model [45] (RFIM). We briefly describe in the
following the arguments of [29]. The average magnetic
susceptibility, as given by the derivative of the average
magnetization with respect to an external magnetic field,
can be decomposed as
χ = βLd
[〈m2〉 − 〈m2〉]
= βLd
[〈m2〉 − 〈m〉2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=χ1
− βLd[〈m〉2 − 〈m〉2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=χ2
(22)
The two terms, denoted χ1 and χ2, scale differently from
the average susceptibility, i.e. their difference. The sec-
ond term χ2 is the numerator of the ratio Rm, defined
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TABLE IV. Critical exponent γ/ν extrapolated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the average susceptibility χ at different tem-
peratures in the Griffiths phase. A polynomial of degree 2 was used for the extrapolation.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
q = 2, β = 1 1.80(7) 1.76(8) 1.79(10) 1.78(7) 1.75(6) 1.70(4)
q = 2, β = 1.2 1.64(5) 1.70(8) 1.73(8) 1.71(5) 1.76(4) 1.69(4)
q = 8, β = 0.75 1.80(11) 1.86(8) 1.78(9) 1.68(6) 1.71(7) 1.68(4)
q = 8, β = 1 1.77(7) 1.75(8) 1.78(6) 1.78(8) 1.75(7) 1.74(5)
q = 8, β = 1.5 1.80(10) 1.70(8) 1.72(6) 1.77(6) 1.78(8) 1.78(5)
q = 8, β = 2 1.68(8) 1.74(9) 1.78(8) 1.74(6) 1.71(8) 1.78(4)
TABLE V. Critical exponent 1/ν extrapolated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the quantity − d
dβ
ln 〈m〉 at the self-dual point
βc = 1. For uncorrelated disorder, estimates of ν slightly above 1, but usually compatible, were reported in the literature [2, 10].
In the case q = 2, ν = 1 (with logarithmic corrections) since uncorrelated disorder is marginally irrelevant.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 Uncorr. Dis.
q = 2, r = 2 0.041(10) 0.065(12) 0.099(13) 0.116(13) 0.11(2) 0.14(2) 0.969(4)
q = 2, r = 3 0.028(13) 0.044(11) 0.086(10) 0.112(9) 0.11(2) 0.13(2) 0.944(5)
q = 4, r = 4 0.033(12) 0.041(13) 0.082(12) 0.103(14) 0.113(14) 0.116(13) 0.985(7)
q = 8, r = 6 0.026(11) 0.05(2) 0.08(2) 0.101(11) 0.115(11) 0.113(11) 0.965(11)
q = 8, r = 7.5 0.25(10) 0.047(12) 0.083(9) 0.107(10) 0.111(9) 0.114(7) 0.976(9)
q = 8, r = 9 0.018(11) 0.041(12) 0.075(12) 0.097(11) 0.102(9) 0.109(12) 0.972(7)
q = 16, r = 10 0.022(10) 0.04(2) 0.069(10) 0.083(14) 0.101(10) 0.113(9) 1.02(3)
by Eq. 18. Because the latter tends to a finite constant
in the Griffiths phase (see Fig. 18), 〈m〉2−〈m〉2 scales as
〈m〉2, i.e. as L−2β/ν . Therefore, including the Ld prefac-
tor, the susceptibility χ2 scales as L
d−2β/ν, i.e. precisely
as predicted by the hyperscaling relation Eq. 21. The
numerical study of the Finite-Size Scaling of χ1 reveals
that it displays the same scaling behavior. As can be
seen on Fig. 14 in the case of the Ising model and Fig. 15
for the 8-state Potts model, χ1 is very different from the
average susceptibility. Instead of two peaks separating a
region of divergent susceptibility, a single broader peak
is observed. Uncorrelated disorder leads to a thiner and
thiner peak, like the average susceptibility. For all tem-
peratures in the Griffiths phase, χ1 diverges algebraically
with an exponent that will be denoted (γ/ν)∗ in the fol-
lowing [47]. The exponent (γ/ν)∗ is estimated by follow-
ing the same procedure as in the previous section. Effec-
tive exponents are first extracted by varying the fitting
window. In contrast to the average magnetic susceptibil-
ity, χ1 displays relatively weak scaling corrections so the
effective exponents can safely be extrapolated with a lin-
ear fit. The extrapolated exponents (γ/ν)∗ are presented
in Tables VII and VIII. (γ/ν)∗ depends on the disorder
correlation exponent a but not on the number of states q,
nor the strength of disorder r. The temperature depen-
dence in the Griffiths phase is clearly seen for the largest
values of y. As claimed above, the exponents are com-
patible with the hyperscaling relation and the estimates
of β/ν for any Potts model and at any temperature in
the Griffiths phase.
Not only χ1 and χ2 have the same scaling behavior but
their dominant scaling terms also have the same ampli-
tude A, i.e.
χi = AL
d−2β/ν
(
1 +BiL
−ωi + . . .
)
, (i = 1, 2). (23)
As a consequence, their difference behaves at large lattice
sizes as
χ = χ1 − χ2 ∼ AB1Ld−2β/ν−ω1 −AB2Ld−2β/ν−ω2 (24)
i.e. with a scaling dimension γ/ν = d − 2β/ν −
min(ω1, ω2). Our estimates of γ/ν, as given in Tables III
and IV, and the analysis of the ratio χ/Ld〈m〉2 (see for
example Fig. 12) indicate that the deviation from the
hyperscaling relation, i.e. min(ω1, ω2), is small (of order
0.1−0.3). The only possibility for a restoration of hyper-
scaling at large lattice sizes is that the largest correction
of either χ1 or χ2 diverge logarithmically, i.e. ω1 = 0 or
ω2 = 0. In any other cases, one should expect a violation
of hyperscaling. Note that the average susceptibility χ
is two to three orders of magnitude smaller than both
χ1 and χ2, which means that Bi ≃ 10−2. This is in
agreement with the observation that χ1 and χ2 only dis-
play weak scaling corrections. To check that both χ1
and χ2 have the same dominant amplitude A, their ra-
tio was analyzed. Two particular cases are presented on
Fig. 16. On the left, the ratio χ1/χ2 for the Ising model
goes to the expected limit 1 for all parameters y con-
sidered while for uncorrelated disorder, a very different
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TABLE VI. Critical exponent 1/ν estimated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the quantity − d
dβ
ln 〈m〉 at different temperatures
in the Griffiths phase.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
q = 2, β = 1 0.028(13) 0.044(11) 0.086(10) 0.112(9) 0.11(2) 0.13(2)
q = 2, β = 1.2 −0.03(2) 0.00(2) 0.05(2) 0.059(12) 0.13(2) 0.31(2)
q = 8, β = 0.75 0.04(2) 0.06(2) 0.09(2) 0.11(2) 0.13(2) 0.187(11)
q = 8, β = 1 0.025(10) 0.047(12) 0.083(9) 0.107(10) 0.111(9) 0.114(7)
q = 8, β = 1.5 0.03(2) 0.04(2) 0.07(2) 0.103(14) 0.10(2) 0.146(13)
q = 8, β = 2 0.01(2) 0.03(2) 0.08(2) 0.079(13) 0.11(2) 0.336(13)
TABLE VII. Critical exponent (γ/ν)∗ extrapolated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the quantity χ1 at the self-dual point βc = 1.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 Uncorr. Dis.
q = 2, r = 2 1.92(4) 1.91(4) 1.90(4) 1.88(4) 1.86(4) 1.83(4) 1.751(13)
q = 2, r = 3 1.91(3) 1.91(3) 1.89(3) 1.87(3) 1.85(3) 1.81(4) 1.75(2)
q = 4, r = 4 1.90(3) 1.89(3) 1.88(3) 1.86(3) 1.83(3) 1.79(3) 1.73(2)
q = 8, r = 6 1.90(2) 1.89(2) 1.87(2) 1.86(2) 1.82(3) 1.78(2) 1.72(4)
q = 8, r = 7.5 1.90(2) 1.90(2) 1.88(2) 1.85(2) 1.82(3) 1.79(3) 1.73(4)
q = 8, r = 9 1.91(2) 1.89(2) 1.88(2) 1.85(2) 1.83(3) 1.79(3) 1.75(4)
q = 16, r = 10 1.90(2) 1.89(2) 1.88(2) 1.86(2) 1.83(2) 1.78(3) 1.74(4)
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Finite-Size Scaling of − d
dβ
ln 〈m〉 for
the Ising model (q = 2) with a disorder strength r = 3 at
the critical point βc = 1. The different curves correspond
to different disorder correlation exponents, referred to by the
parameter y of the auxiliary Ashkin-Teller model. The curve
with the legend Uncorr. corresponds to the Ising model with
uncorrelated disorder. In the inset, effective exponents 1/ν
obtained by fitting the data in the window [Lmin; 256] versus
1/Lmin. The straight line is a linear fit of these exponents.
limit is observed. On the right, this ratio is plotted in
the case of the 8-state Potts at several temperatures in
the Griffiths phase. Again, the data goes to the limit 1.
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Disorder fluctuations of magnetiza-
tion χ1 of the Ising model (q = 2), with a disorder strength
r = 3 and a correlation exponent a = 0.4 (y = 0.75), versus
the inverse temperature β = 1/kBT . In the inset, disorder
fluctuations in the case of uncorrelated disorder.
The same analysis, reproduced for all numbers of states
q, strength of disorder r, or temperatures in the Griffiths
phase, leads to the same conclusion. In all cases, the
leading amplitudes of χ1 and χ2 are shown to be identi-
cal. Consequently, the dominant contributions of χ1 and
χ2 cancel out and the hyperscaling relation is broken in
the entire Griffiths phase. In the case of uncorrelated
disorder, the ratio goes to a value very different from 1
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TABLE VIII. Critical exponent (γ/ν)∗ extrapolated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the quantity χ1 at different temperatures
in the Griffiths phase.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
q = 2, β = 1 1.91(3) 1.91(3) 1.89(3) 1.87(3) 1.85(3) 1.81(4)
q = 2, β = 1.2 1.96(3) 1.95(4) 1.93(4) 1.92(4) 1.92(4) 1.79(6)
q = 8, β = 0.75 1.88(2) 1.87(2) 1.85(2) 1.82(2) 1.77(2) 1.72(2)
q = 8, β = 1 1.90(2) 1.90(2) 1.88(2) 1.85(2) 1.82(3) 1.79(3)
q = 8, β = 1.5 1.92(3) 1.92(3) 1.90(2) 1.89(2) 1.87(3) 1.84(3)
q = 8, β = 2 1.94(3) 1.94(3) 1.92(3) 1.91(3) 1.90(3) 1.78(5)
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FIG. 15. (Color online) Disorder fluctuations of magnetiza-
tion χ1 of the 8-state Potts model, with a disorder strength
r = 7.5 and a correlation exponent a = 0.4 (y = 0.75), versus
the inverse temperature β = 1/kBT . In the inset, disorder
fluctuations in the case of uncorrelated disorder.
(see left of Fig. 16). Therefore, the dominant contribu-
tions of χ1 and χ2 do not cancel out in this case and the
hyperscaling relation is not broken.
The same analysis can be performed in the energy sec-
tor. However, as already mentioned, it is not possible to
decide whether the hyperscaling relation αν =
2
ν − d is
broken or not because the specific heat does not diverge
and therefore its singular part cannot be separated from
the regular background. Nevertheless, one can check that
the same mechanism is present, which implies that hy-
perscaling is broken unless the first correction is only
logarithmic. The average specific heat is decomposed as
C = β2Ld
[〈e2〉 − 〈e〉2]
= β2Ld
[〈e2〉 − 〈e〉2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=C1
− β2Ld[〈e〉2 − 〈e〉2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=C2
. (25)
The scaling behavior of C2 cannot be deduced from the
ratio Re defined by Eq. 19. In contrast to the magnetic
sector, Re vanishes in the thermodynamic limit, mean-
ing that the energy density becomes a self-averaging
quantity [48]. Both C1 and C2 display a behavior with
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Ratio χ1/χ2 versus the inverse 1/L
of the lattice size for various parameters y in the case of the
Ising model (r = 3) on the left and for several temperatures in
the Griffiths phase of the 8-state Potts (y = 0.75 and r = 7.5)
on the right.
temperature very different from the average specific
heat. In contrast to C, they diverge in the Griffiths
phase and, because of the β2 prefactor, they keep on
growing as the temperature is decreased. We have tested
the Finite-Size Scaling of C1 at several temperatures in
the Griffiths phase. While the specific heat is almost
independent of the lattice size, C1 diverges algebraically
with a large exponent (α/ν)∗. As shown in Tables IX
and X, (α/ν)∗ depends only on the disorder correlation
exponent a, and therefore on y, but not on the number of
states q, the strength of disorder r, nor the temperature.
The estimates are in good agreement with d − a which
means that the energy fluctuations are controlled by the
disorder fluctuations. This result implies that a strong
coupling J2 essentially freezes the relative state of the
two spins, while a weak one J1 leads to an irrelevant
constraint between them. Amazingly, the ratio C1/C2
goes to a constant in excellent agreement with 1 for all
temperatures in the Griffiths phase. As a consequence,
the dominant contributions of C1 and C2 cancel out
exactly, leading to an algebraic behavior of the specific
heat with a much smaller exponent α/ν ≪ (α/ν)∗ than
both C1 and C2. Since α/ν ≤ 0, the largest scaling
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correction of C1 and C2 decays faster than L
−(α/ν)∗ .
In the case of uncorrelated disorder, the ratio C1/C2
goes to a value different from 1, even though error bars
increase rapidly at large lattice sizes and finally include
1. The cancellation does not take place and the equality
α/ν = (α/ν)∗ is expected.
In the magnetic sector, the exponent (γ/ν)∗ was shown
to satisfy the hyperscaling relation (γ/ν)∗ = d− 2β/ν =
d − 2xσ with the exponent β/ν. Assuming that this is
also the case in the energy sector, (α/ν)∗ is conjectured to
satisfy the hyperscaling relation (α/ν)∗ = d− 2xε where
xε is the energy scaling dimension. As discussed above,
(α/ν)∗ is compatible with d− a which implies xε = a/2,
i.e. the energy-energy correlation functions, decaying as
r−2xε , are determined by the coupling correlations in the
Griffiths phase.
The same procedure is applied to the quantity
− d
dβ
ln 〈m〉 = Ld 〈me〉 − 〈m〉〈e〉〈m〉 (26)
= Ld
〈me〉 − 〈m〉 〈e〉
〈m〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=X1
−Ld 〈m〉〈e〉 − 〈m〉 〈e〉〈m〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=X2
Both terms in the second line diverge algebraically in
the Griffiths phase. Like the specific heat, the exponent
1/ν∗ extracted from this divergence does not depend on
the number of states q, the strength of disorder r, nor
the temperature but only on disorder correlations, i.e.
on y or equivalently on a. As can be observed in Tab. XI
and XII, the numerical estimates are compatible with
1/ν∗ = d− a/2. Interestingly, the exponents (α/ν)∗ and
1/ν∗ are compatible with the hyperscaling relation
(α
ν
)∗
=
2
ν∗
− d. (27)
This relation is of course exactly satisfied by the two con-
jectures (α/ν)∗ = d − a et 1/ν∗ = d − a/2. Assuming
1/ν∗ = d − xε, the same value of the energy scaling di-
mension, i.e. xε = a/2, is obtained. The ratio X1/X2
is compatible with the value 1 at all temperatures in the
Griffiths phase. Therefore, the dominant contributions
of X1 and X2 cancel out, which explains the very dif-
ferent exponent 1/ν ≪ 1/ν∗ with which the difference
− ddβ ln 〈m〉 = X1 − X2 diverge. We note that the cor-
rection exponent ω = 1/ν∗ − 1/ν that is responsible for
such a large difference is not an integer, i.e. the largest
correction is not analytic, and depends on the disorder
correlation exponent a. It is however smaller than for the
specific heat.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A Potts model with algebraically-decaying coupling
correlations is studied by large-scale Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. Such a disorder is obtained by coupling the po-
larization density of a quenched self-dual Ashkin-Teller
model to the energy density of the Potts model. By con-
struction, the disorder is not generated by a Gaussian
action and therefore, multiple-point correlation functions
are not trivially given by the Wick theorem. As a conse-
quence, the model is outside of the scope considered by
Weinrib and Halperin in the case of the O(n)-model. Our
model shares two important similarities with the McCoy-
Wu model: a Griffiths phase occurs in a finite range of
temperatures around the self-dual point and scaling di-
mensions are independent of the number of Potts states
q. This is probably a general feature of random systems
with sufficiently strong disorder correlations.
In contrast to energy, magnetization is shown to be non
self-averaging in the Griffiths phase. Magnetization and
magnetic susceptibility display algebraic behaviors with
the lattice size at all temperatures in the phase Griffiths
phase. The exponent β/ν does not depend on the number
of Potts states q nor the strength of disorder r but varies
with the disorder correlation exponent a and the temper-
ature in the Griffiths phase. Our estimates of γ/ν display
a small violation of the hyperscaling relation. This vio-
lation is shown to be caused by the exact cancellation of
two terms, χ1 and χ2, whose difference gives the average
susceptibility, as in the 3D Random-Field Ising model.
Such a mechanism leads to an hyperscaling violation un-
less the largest correction of any of the two terms χ1 or χ2
diverge only logarithmically. From the scaling of χ1 and
χ2, an exponent (γ/ν)
∗ satisfying the hyperscaling rela-
tion can be extracted. Because the specific heat does not
diverge, the exponent α/ν is negative or zero. However,
it can also be written as the difference of two diverging
terms. From them, an exponent (α/ν)∗ is defined and
shown to be compatible with d − a for any number of
Potts state and any temperature in the Griffiths phase.
Because the same mechanism than in the magnetic sector
takes place, the energy scaling dimension is conjectured
to be given by (α/ν)∗ = d− 2xε which implies xε = a/2.
The exponent ν is extracted from the Finite-Size Scaling
of ddβ 〈m〉 at different temperatures of the Griffiths phase.
Again, this quantity can be written as a difference of two
terms, diverging with a much larger exponent 1/ν∗ com-
patible with d−a/2, again for any number of Potts states
and any temperature in the Griffiths phase.
Of course, these results have been obtained for finite-
size systems so we cannot exclude completely the possi-
bility that the Griffiths phase disappears at much larger
lattice sizes and that the hyperscaling relation is restored.
Indeed, one could argue that the existence of this Grif-
fiths phase is related to the large fluctuations of the num-
ber of strong and weak couplings from sample to sample.
These fluctuations are indeed expected to vanish in the
thermodynamic limit as L−a/2 but are still very large for
the lattice sizes that were considered, much larger than
for uncorrelated disorder. If the Griffiths phase is only
due to these fluctuations, its width should also vanish in
the thermodynamic limit as L−a/2. The numerical data
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TABLE IX. Critical exponent (α/ν)∗ estimated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the quantity C1 at the self-dual point βc = 1.
No extrapolation is needed in this case.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 Uncorr. Dis.
q = 2, r = 2 1.75(2) 1.73(2) 1.68(2) 1.61(2) 1.51(2) 1.35(3) 0.23(6)
q = 2, r = 3 1.748(11) 1.730(12) 1.681(13) 1.608(14) 1.506(15) 1.35(2) 0.18(6)
q = 4, r = 4 1.749(9) 1.731(10) 1.682(10) 1.610(11) 1.507(12) 1.34(2) 0.28(5)
q = 8, r = 6 1.749(8) 1.729(9) 1.681(9) 1.609(9) 1.506(12) 1.343(14) 0.26(5)
q = 8, r = 7.5 1.748(8) 1.730(8) 1.681(9) 1.608(10) 1.505(11) 1.344(14) 0.21(5)
q = 8, r = 9 1.747(8) 1.729(8) 1.680(9) 1.607(10) 1.503(11) 1.340(13) 0.18(5)
q = 16, r = 10 1.747(8) 1.731(9) 1.681(9) 1.606(9) 1.502(10) 1.341(13) 0.20(5)
d− a 1.75 1.714 1.667 1.600 1.500 1.333 0
TABLE X. Critical exponent (α/ν)∗ estimated from the Finite-Size Scaling of the quantity C1 at different temperatures in the
Griffiths phase. No extrapolation is needed in this case.
y 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25
q = 2, β = 1 1.748(11) 1.730(12) 1.681(13) 1.608(14) 1.506(15) 1.35(2)
q = 2, β = 1.2 1.748(12) 1.730(12) 1.682(13) 1.606(14) 1.51(2) 1.34(2)
q = 8, β = 0.75 1.749(8) 1.731(8) 1.684(9) 1.609(10) 1.506(10) 1.342(13)
q = 8, β = 1 1.748(8) 1.730(8) 1.681(9) 1.608(10) 1.505(11) 1.344(14)
q = 8, β = 1.5 1.747(8) 1.729(9) 1.680(9) 1.605(10) 1.503(11) 1.338(14)
q = 8, β = 2 1.747(8) 1.730(9) 1.680(10) 1.605(10) 1.503(12) 1.340(14)
seems to indicate that it is not the case: the distance
between the two peaks of the average magnetic suscepti-
bility on figure 7 is roughly 2.44 for L = 32 and 2.34 for
L = 96. There is therefore a reduction of the width but
much smaller that the expected factor (32/96)−0.2 ≃ 1.25
for y = 0.75 (a = 0.4). The Griffiths phase does not
seem to be a consequence of only the fluctuations of the
number of strong and weak couplings. Of course, much
larger lattice sizes would help to clarify this point. An-
other possibility would be to study correlated disorder
with a larger exponent a, which is not possible with the
two-dimensional Ashkin-Teller model.
Another interesting point would be to understand pre-
cisely why the critical behavior observed in this model
does not fall into the same universality as the φ4 model
studied by Weinrib and Halperin. Further Renormal-
ization Group studies could probably clarify the role of
n-point disorder correlations functions.
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